
Year 4 Curriculum Overview
Term: Spring 1

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Core text: Wolves by Emily Gravett

Information
Writing Outcome:
Lea�et about Wolves

Core text: Hot Like Fire by Valerie Bloom

Poetry
Writing Outcome:
Children will write their own poems based on inspiration from the Topic.

Punctuation
and
Grammar

Word Level:

- The grammatical di�erence between plural and possessive –s
- Standard English forms for verb in�ections instead of local spoken forms [for example, we were instead of we was, or I did instead of I done]

Sentence Level:
- 2 adjective pairs sentences
- 3_ed sentences
- Emotion word, comma sentences

- Personi�cation of weather sentences/ This is that sentences

- Last word, �rst word sentences

- Then & Now sentences
Text Level:

- Use of paragraphs to organise ideas around a theme
- Appropriate choice of pronoun or noun within and across sentences to aid cohesion and avoid repetition

Punctuation:
- Use of inverted commas and other punctuation to indicate direct speech [for example, a comma after the reporting clause; end punctuation

within inverted commas: The conductor shouted, “Sit down!”]

- Apostrophes to mark plural possession [for example, the girl’s name, the girls’ names]

- Use of commas after fronted adverbials



Spelling expansion
extension
comprehension
tension
suspension
exclusion
provision
explosion
erosion
invasion

poisonous
dangerous
mountainous
marvellous
perilous
tremendous
enormous
jealous
precious
disastrous

courageous
outrageous
nervous
famous
adventurous
disadvantageous
ridiculous
carnivorous
rapturous
torturous

merriment
happiness
plentiful
penniless
happily
prettiest
nastiness
beautiful
pitiful
silliness

serious
obvious
curious
hideous
spontaneous
courteous
furious
various
victorious
gaseous

breath
business
caught
di�erent
exercise
extreme
medicine
possession
although
thought

Maths Interpreting charts
and graphs.

-pictograms
-Bar charts
-Interpreting data
within a table into a
graph.

Multiplication and Division
-11 and 12 times table
-multiply 3 numbers
-factor pairs
-e�cient multiplication
-written methods
-multiply 2-digits by 1-digit
-multiply 3 digits by 1 digit
-divide 2-digits by 1-digit
-divide 3 digits by 1-digit
-correspondance problems

Area
-what is area?
-counting -squares
-making shapes
-comparing area

Fractions
-unit and non-unit fractions
-what is a fraction?
-tenths
-count in tenths
-equivalent fractions
-fractions greater than 1
-count in fractions
-add fractions
-add 2 or more fractions
-subtract fractions

Maths KIRF Multiplication and division facts for 7 and 9.

Science States of Matter:
I can sort and describe materials.
I can investigate gases and explain their properties.
I can investigate materials as they change state.
  I can explore how water changes state.
I can investigate how water evaporates.
I can identify and describe the di�erent stages of



the water cycle.

Geography Topic: Rivers and the Water Cycle (Human & Physical)

To understand how rivers are formed
To understand the factors that cause a river to �ood
To name and locate the 5 longest rivers in the UK
To represent the key human and physical features of the River Thames
To understand how waterfalls are formed
To understand the water cycle

Religion Topic - Rules & Practices

In this topic children will be learning about rules and practices taught in Judaism, Islam and Buddism.

1.I know that there are a set of rules surrounding food in Jewish law. I can repeat 2 of the rules that I might �nd di�cult to follow.

2. I can imagine how a Jewish child might react to non-kosher food. (activity 2)

3.I can draw similarities and di�erence between Muslim dietary requirements and Jewish Kosher food. I can share my opinion on these rules.

4.I know that Buddhists believe everything changes. I can think about changes that have happened in my life.

5. I listen to the story of Buddha and the elephant and can tell you how it shows su�ering coming from greed and sel�shness.

6. I understand that Buddhist follow the 8 fold path to reduce su�ering. I can suggest 2 of the most e�ective paths for doing this.

Art Every Story tells a picture
To develop children’s ability to analyse, unpick and understand works of art, using inference to suggest what di�erent subjects may be thinking or
feeling and predicting what might be happening in a scene and what could happen next. They also have the opportunity to create their own photo
collages and abstract art inspired by the work explored

PSHE Economic well being
Children know the value of coins and notes and how to keep money safe. Children know di�erent ways adults make money. Children understand that
money and spending money can a�ect our emotions.

PE Gymnastics:
Receiving body weight



To understand how di�erent body arts are capable of transferring and receiving body weight.    To move into and from a range of skills with control
and accuracy.  To create sequences showing contrasts in shape, speed and level.  To move and construct their own apparatus and transfer work
safely from the �oor.
Balance leading into change of front of direction

To move into and from speci�c planned balances with an awareness of change of front.   To identify and use planned variations in direction.   Create
a sequence with a partner on the �oor and apparatus to show changes of front and direction.    Observe and describe the movements of others using
appropriate language.
Rolling

To rotate and roll on di�erent body parts     To rotate and roll in di�erent directions showing di�erent shapes, sizes and speeds.   To create a
sequence with a partner on �oor and apparatus using a variety of linking movements.     To observe the work of others and make judgements against
given criteria.

Computing Data handling: Investigating weather

Researching and storing data using spreadsheets; designing a weather station that gathers and records data; learning how weather forecasts are
made and using green screen technology to present a weather forecast. Options for both Google and Microsoft schools.

Spanish Classroom topic
- Learning classroom vocabulary
- Classroom objects
- Key language and phrases


